
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS

The meeting which is to be held next week at Philadelphia is an event of
no small importance to American physicians. On this occasion our country-
men will appear for the first time as a body prepared to compare the work
which has been accomplished by them during our century of existence with
that of other nations. There is uo longer any doubt as to the international
character of the meeting ; the considerable number of European physicians
already in this country, and the long list of distinguished naines given by our
correspondent are sufficient guarantees that the foreign element will bo amply
represented. Our guests will be present not only with a view to participate
in the exercises, but also, and probably chiefly, for the purpose of estimating
the stauding and character of the profession in this country. The men whom
we have selected to represent us will be subjected to comparison and criticism,
and although this will doubtless be done in a most friendly spirit, it is highly
desirable that we should do our utmost to make the meeting a success from a
scientific as well as from a social point of view.
It is evident that very careful preparations have been made by the commit-

tee having in charge the work of the congress. One of the special features of
the programme will be papers presented by the reporters on questions assigned
for discussion in the sections. These reports, as is known, have been assigned
to representative men selected from all parts of the country, and embrace
almost every special field of mediciue. A pamphlet has been recently issued
giving an outline of these papers, so that any one who desires to may become
familiar with the section work. Although uo startling novelties are disclosed,
we see evidences that the active participants in the congress have appreciated
the peculiar advantages to be derived from such a meeting, and have accord-
ingly so arranged their work as to bring out a critical comparison between
contributions made by this and foreign countries to medical science. We
have certainly just reason to be proud of the share which America has had in
the advancement of the science and practice of mediciue. It has been no in-
significant one, aud we have every reason to hope that our claims to be consid-
ered a first-class medical power, if we may use the term, will bo conceded by
our foreign visitors at the coming convention. The meetings of the ophthal-
mological congress and the new gynaecological society will be held in New
York immediately after the close of the congress, and we understand that many
valuable papers are to be read both by our leading specialists in these branches
and by several distinguished visitors. We wish success to all these gatherings
most heartily.'

THE TREATMENT OF THE INSANE IN AMERICA
Douiíti.ess many of our readers are aware that The Lancet has been en-

gaged for several months past in criticising the treatment of the insane in the
asylums of this country. The tone of many of the articles has been grossly
abusive and unjust, and has called forth protests from some of those in En-
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gland who desire that the question should be discussed in a candid way. In
some remarks on the recent meeting of the British Medical Association, at
Sheffield, The British Medical Journal of August 5, 187G, says, "An in-
teresting incident was afforded by the brief statement which Dr. Bucknill in-
terposed in the course of the second general meeting, in vindication of the
character of the medical superintendents of lunatic asylums in America. They
have been very foully aspersed lately by a medical paper in this country, which
appears to think that ' sensation ' is not bought too dearly even at the ex-

pense of professional honor, and which has sacrificed equity aud fair dealing
to the desire of making a horrid example of the American asylums ; with this
view, it has treated the wild aspersions of political scribes of an order of scur-
rility happily unknown in this country, as grave matters of proved fact, igno-
rant or careless of the recklessness with which, under the political system of
America, professional proceedings and personal character are slandered for
political purposes. It has accepted the ' secret reports ' of political agitators
as established judgments, and has vilified persons as guilty of horrible cruelties
in the conduct of asylums, who are in fact quite innocent, and have been proved
to bo so. Dr. Bucknill, who has a full general knowledge of the conduct of
the American asylums, took occasion to disclaim, on the part of the English
profession, any complicity in this promulgation of scandals against our Ameri-
can brethren ; and his declaration will be received with sympathy on this side
of the Atlantic and with cordial satisfaction on the other." At the annual
meeting of the Medico-Psychological Association, which was held at the Lon-
don College of Physicians, July 28th, Dr. Bucknill took occasion to refer to
the charges which had lately been made against the management of American
insane asylums. "While he did not defend all American asylums or all med-
ical officers, he asserted most strongly, from his personal observation, that a
spirit of humanity prevailed in a large number of those institutions, and that,
as a body, their medical superintendents were men of great ability, zeal, and
kindness. The association then, on the motion of Dr. Bucknill, seconded by
Dr. Clouston, passed a resolution of sympathy with their brethren engaged in
the arduous and difficult duty of the treatment of the insane in America, who
have been unjustly accused of inhumanity and ignorance." We copy this ab-
stract from the proceedings from the Medical Times and Gazette. The Lancet,
while noticing the meeting, made no mention of these resolutions.

MEDICAL NOTES
— To a circular issued during the last year, addressed to every member of

the British Medical Association, requesting an opinion, " yes or no," as to the
admission of female practitioners to membership, replies were received as fol-
lows: No, 3072; yes, 1051.
— It is reported that Dr. B. W. Richardson's plan for a " city of health " is

to be tried practically. A site has been selected in Sussex, where the city will
be laid out in accordauce with the sanitary plans suggested iu Dr. Richardson's
paper.
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